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Read Free The Batman Adventures Mad Love Paul Dini
As recognized, adventure as competently as experience about lesson, amusement, as competently as contract can be gotten by just checking out a ebook The Batman Adventures Mad Love Paul Dini
as a consequence it is not directly done, you could give a positive response even more in the region of this life, going on for the world.
We have enough money you this proper as competently as easy pretentiousness to acquire those all. We ﬁnd the money for The Batman Adventures Mad Love Paul Dini and numerous ebook collections
from ﬁctions to scientiﬁc research in any way. along with them is this The Batman Adventures Mad Love Paul Dini that can be your partner.

KEY=MAD - BLAKE YARELI
MAD LOVE
Dc Comics Written and drawn by the masterminds behind the critically acclaimed Batman: The Animated Series, Paul Dini and Bruce Timm, this Batman one-shot reveals the origins
of Harley Quinn as she proves her love to the Joker by trying to eliminate the Dark Knight on her own! Batman Adventures: Mad Love Deluxe Edition collects the comics debut of
Harley Quinn, one of the most popular--and controversial--characters in the DC Universe. Though seemingly a comic made for children, within the pages of this now-classic book is a
complex tale written by two storytellers that transformed a simple cartoon about the Dark Knight into a deeply layered noir television series. Don't be fooled by it's appearance-Batman Adventures: Mad Love Deluxe Edition is one of, if not the ﬁnest Harley Quinn story ever written.

BATMAN
MAD LOVE AND OTHER STORIES
Dc Comics A collection of graphic tales feature such favorite characters as the Joker, Poison Ivy, the Scarecrow, Mr. Freeze, and Batgirl.

BATMAN ADVENTURES: MAD LOVE DELUXE EDITION
DC Psychotic, Mass-murdering clowns and the women who love them. Written and drawn by the masterminds behind the critically acclaimed "Batman: The Animated Series," Paul
Dini and Bruce Timm, this story reveals the origins of Harley Quinn as she proves her love to the Joker by trying to eliminate the Dark Knight on her own! THE BATMAN ADVENTURES:
MAD LOVE DELUXE EDITION also features a behind the scenes look at the layouts and color guides by Timm, as well as an introduction by Dini.

DC COMICS NOVELS - HARLEY QUINN: MAD LOVE
Titan Books (US, CA) The deﬁnitive story of Harley Quinn by her co-creator, Paul Dini, and Pat Cadigan, revealing the secrets of her history even as she seeks to kill Batman. When she
was only seven years old, Harleen Quinzel witnessed her father being beaten up by thugs, and then arrested by the police. That night she ran away to the safest place she could
think of: Coney Island amusement park. But there, pursued into the Funhouse by the men who brutalised her father, she beheld unimaginable horrors. Years later, Harleen has put
her past behind her, and used her intelligence and ambition to escape her childhood of poverty with a career in psychiatry. Assigned to her ﬁrst position at Arkham Hospital, she will
discover, deep in the asylum, something dangerous and alluring, something quite unlike anything else she has ever known before: The Joker. Because why would you settle for love,
when you could have MAD LOVE? From the moment that Harleen ﬁnds a rose on her desk, to the moment she dons her harlequin hat, this is the deﬁnitive story that chronicles the
obsession, the burning desire, the manic laughter, and the birth of one of the most controversial and popular comic book supervillains ever created: Harley Quinn. Copyright © 2017
DC Comics. BATMAN, THE JOKER, HARLEY QUINN, SUICIDE SQUAD and all related characters and elements © & TM DC Comics and Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.

BATMAN ADVENTURES: MAD LOVE #1
DC Written and drawn by the masterminds behind the critically acclaimed "Batman: The Animated Series," Paul Dini and Bruce Timm, this Batman one-shot reveals the origins of
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Harley Quinn as she proves her love to the Joker by trying to eliminate the Dark Knight on her own!

BATMAN ADVENTURES: MAD LOVE #1
DC Written and drawn by the masterminds behind the critically acclaimed "Batman: The Animated Series," Paul Dini and Bruce Timm, this Batman one-shot reveals the origins of
Harley Quinn as she proves her love to the Joker by trying to eliminate the Dark Knight on her own!

THE BATMAN ADVENTURES
MAD LOVE
Dc Comics A new graphic fantasy novel in the BATMAN series in which the Joker manipulates his gullible psychiatrist into becoming his cunningly twisted sidekick. From the author of
MR FREEZE.

HARLEY QUINN: MAD LOVE
DC COMICS bei Panini Comics NÄRRISCHE KLASSIKER Für die herausragende Batman-Zeichentrickserie der 1990er-Jahre schufen Autor Paul Dini und Multitalent Bruce Timm die
durchgeknallte Harley Quinn als verrückte Geliebte und Gehilﬁn von Batmans Erzfeind Joker. In einer preisgekrönten Comic-Geschichte erzählt das kreative Duo Harleys
Herkunftsgeschichte und wie die Clownprinzessin dem Joker ihre Liebe beweisen will, indem sie den Dunklen Ritter in eine tödliche Falle lockt! Dazu: Harleys erster Auftritt in ComicForm und ein irrwitziges Abenteuer mit ihrer besten Freundin Poison Ivy! Dieser Band enthält die mit dem Eisner Award und dem Harvey Award ausgezeichneten Harley QuinnMeilensteine The Batman Adventures: Mad Love, The Batman Adventures 12 sowie die komplette Miniserie Batman: Harley and Ivy.

BATMAN ADVENTURES VOL. 4
DC Completes the series that mirrors the iconic style of the four-time Emmy award-winning BATMAN: THE ANIMATED SERIES! Experience the comic that proved as groundbreaking as
its television counterpart, in all-ages stories that feature the Dark KnightÍs ﬁercest adversaries, greatest allies, and all-new threats to Gotham City! Bruce Wayne takes Harley and
Ivy on a shopping spree? Anarky vs. Robin in a ﬁght to uphold social justice! Batman loses his memory and becomes Catman?! The Napoleonic war comes to Gotham City! Batman
and the Demon ﬁght the DemonÍs Head! Collects issues #28-36, THE BATMAN ADVENTURES HOLIDAY SPECIAL #1, and THE BATMAN ADVENTURES ANNUAL #2, featuring stories by
writers Paul Dini (BATMAN: ARKHAM CITY, ZATANNA) and Kelley Puckett (BATMAN: NO MANÍS LAND, BATGIRL) and artists Bruce Timm (BATMAN ADVENTURES: MAD LOVE) and Mike
Parobeck (SUPERMAN ADVENTURES).

DC COMICS COLORING BOOK
BATMAN ADVENTURES: MAD LOVE
Now you can color DC Comics and all of its most popular characters your way with DC COMICS COLORING BOOK: BATMAN ADVENTURES: MAD LOVE! DC Comics presents classic
adventures in a whole new way: in black and white, on heavy stock suitable for coloring! This coloring book features the popular characters Batman, Joker and Harley Quinn, drawn
in the style popularized by Bruce Timm from BATMAN: THE ANIMATED SERIES! This Eisner Award-winning tale includes the origin of Harley Quinn from MAD LOVE, plus stories from
BATMAN ADVENTURES ANNUAL #1 and BATMAN ADVENTURES HOLIDAY SPECIAL #1.

THE BATMAN ADVENTURES VOL. 3
DC Mirroring the iconic style of the four-time Emmy Award-winning Batman: The Animated Series, experience the comic that proved as groundbreaking as its television counterpart,
in all-ages stories that feature the Dark Knight's ﬁercest adversaries, greatest allies and all-new threats to Gotham City! THE BATMAN ADVENTURES VOL. 3 collects issues #21-27
and THE BATMAN ADVENTURES ANNUAL #1, featuring stories by writers PAUL DINI (BATMAN: ARKHAM CITY, ZATANNA) and KELLY PUCKETT (BATMAN: NO MAN'S LAND, BATGIRL)
and artists BRUCE TIMM (BATMAN ADVENTUES: MAD LOVE) and RICK BURCHETT (SUPERMAN ADVENTURES).
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DANGEROUS DAMES AND DEMONS
Dc Comics Collects Batman comics including "Batman: Mad Love" which chronicles the history of the Joker's minion Harleen Quinzel, from their initial meeting in Arkham Asylum
where she is a psychology intern to her rebirth as Harley.

BATMAN: HARLEY AND IVY: THE DELUXE EDITION
DC The complete BATMAN: HARLEY AND IVY miniseries, accompanied by more than 100 pages of Paul DiniÕs other stories featuring the villainous BFFs. Breaking the law is never
more fun than when your best friendÕs beside you! Writer PAUL DINI and artist BRUCE TIMM, the creative minds behind the critically acclaimed Batman: The Animated Series, follow
up their Eisner-winning BATMAN: MAD LOVE with another tale featuring the loony but loyal moll Harley Quinn, this time teaming up with her best gal pal, Poison Ivy. The duoÕs
latest scheme will take them from the streets of Gotham to the jungles of South America to the bright lights of Hollywood! Collects stories from BATMAN: HARLEY AND IVY #1-3,
BATMAN ADVENTURES ANNUAL #1, BATMAN ADVENTURES HOLIDAY ANNUAL #1, BATMAN AND ROBIN ADVENTURES #8, BATGIRL ADVENTURES #1, BATMAN: GOTHAM KNIGHTS #14
and BATMAN: BLACK AND WHITE #3.

BATMAN & ROBIN ADVENTURES VOL. 1
DC Comics The adventure continues in this follow-up to the four-time Emmy Award-winning BATMAN: THE ANIMATED SERIES! Join Batman, Robin and Batgirl as they ﬁght crime
against the deadliest, craziest villains Gotham City has to oﬀer. The dynamic duo takes on the likes of Two-Face, Harley Quinn, Poison Ivy, the Riddler, Penguin, the Joker and more
as the streets of Gotham get darker and wilder. BATMAN & ROBIN ADVENTURES VOL. 1 collects issues #1-10, featuring the animated stories inspired by the television series and
written by series creator Paul Dini (BATMAN: ARKHAM CITY, BATMAN ADVENTURES: MAD LOVE) along with the writer/artist team of Ty Templeton (BATMAN '66 MEETS THE GREEN
HORNET) and Rick Burchett (ALL-NEW BATMAN: THE BRAVE AND THE BOLD) and others.

BATMAN: HARLEY QUINN
DC Head over heels in her devotion to the Joker, Arkham psychiatrist Harleen Quinzel gave up her career (and her sanity) to transform herself into the ultimate companion for
crime's clown prince - the mad moll Harley Quinn. Of course, Harley's romance with the Joker hasn't been easy. The two are at each other throats as often as in each other's arms,
and that buzzkill Batman is always sticking his nose in just when things are starting to get fun. But what great love story is without the occasional incarceration and life-threatening
peril? The Joker's main squeeze takes center stage in these stories from top creators Paul Dini, Yvel Guichet, Don Dramer, Joe Quinones, Neil Googe and more! Collects stories from:
BATMAN: HARLEY QUINN #1, BATMAN: GOTHAM KNIGHTS #14, #30, DETECTIVE COMICS #831, #837, JOKER'S ASYLUM II: HARLEY QUINN #1, BATMAN: BLACK AND WHITE #1, #3,
LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT 100-PAGE SUPER SPECTACULAR #1 and DETECTIVE COMICS #23.2.

BATMAN: HARLEY QUINN (1999) #1
DC Since Gotham's fall, the Joker has been relatively quiet...but that's about to change as former Arkham Asylum doctor Harleen Quinzel joins the Clown Prince of Crime to put him
back on top. But when their unusual partnership leaves Harley a little worse for wear, she enlists Poison Ivy's help. Now the Joker and Batman are going to learn that this souped-up
Harley's not going to be pushed around anymore.

THE BATMAN ADVENTURES
"Mirroring the iconic style of the four-time Emmy Award-winning Batman: The Animated Series, experience the comic that proved as groundbreaking as its television counterpart, in
all-ages stories that feature the Dark Knight's ﬁercest adversaries, greatest allies and all-new threats to Gotham City! THE BATMAN ADVENTURES VOL. 3 collects issues #21-27 and
THE BATMAN ADVENTURES ANNUAL #1, featuring stories by writers PAUL DINI (BATMAN: ARKHAM CITY, ZATANNA) and KELLY PUCKETT (BATMAN: NO MAN'S LAND, BATGIRL) and
artists BRUCE TIMM (BATMAN ADVENTUES: MAD LOVE) and RICK BURCHETT (SUPERMAN ADVENTURES)"--
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HARLEY LOVES JOKER BY PAUL DINI
DC Comics CRIMEÕS GREATEST COUPLE, TOGETHER AGAIN! ItÕs the earliest days of the romance between antiheroine Harley Quinn and the superbly psychotic super-villain The
JokerÑbut thereÕs already trouble in paradise. When Harley accidentally reveals the location of Mr. JÕs secret headquarters, all H-E-double-hockey-sticks breaks looseÉand the only
thing worse than having Batman hot on their trail is the wrath of The Joker himself! Can Harley soothe the savage beast? Can The Joker chill out for once in his miserable life? Can
the Dark Knight lighten up? Can one woman with a gigantic hammer change the face of comics forever? Travel back to the roots of the DC UniverseÕs wildest love story in Harley
Loves Joker, from writers Paul Dini (Batman: The Animated Series) and Jimmy Palmiotti (Harley Quinn) with artist Bret Blevins (Harley Quinn)!

GOTHAM CITY SIRENS BOOK ONE
DC This graphic novel features the bad girls of Gotham City! Catwoman, Poison Ivy and Harley Quinn are tired of playing by other people's rules regardless of which side of the law
they're on. These tough ladies have a new agenda that's all their own, and they'll use any means necessary to pursue it. But can they get along and work as a team? And who will
get hurt along the way?

BATMAN & ROBIN ADVENTURES VOL. 2
DC Comics The adventure continues in this follow-up to the four-time Emmy-award-winning Batman: The Animated Series, including a sequel to the hit animated movie, Batman:
Mask of the Phantasm! Join Batman and Robin as they ﬁght crime against the deadliest, craziest villains Gotham City has to oﬀer. The dynamic duo takes on the likes of Joker, Harley
Quinn, Phantasm, Two-Face, Bane, Scarecrow, Catwoman and more as the streets of Gotham get darker and wilder. BATMAN & ROBIN ADVENTURES VOL. 2 collects issues #11-18
and Annual #1, featuring the animated stories inspired by the television series and written by series creator Paul Dini (BATMAN: ARKHAM CITY, BATMAN ADVENTURES: MAD LOVE)
along with Ty Templeton (BATMAN '66 MEETS THE GREEN HORNET), Brandon Kruse (The Tick) and Rick Burchett (ALL-NEW BATMAN: THE BRAVE AND THE BOLD) and others.

BATMAN HARLEY QUINN A DC COMIC PRESTIGE BOOK
DC Comics

DARK NIGHT: A TRUE BATMAN STORY
DC Comics This is a Batman story like no other-the harrowing and eloquent autobiographical tale of writer Paul Dini’s courageous struggle to overcome a desperate situation. The
Caped Crusader has been the all-abiding icon of justice and authority for generations. But in this surprising original graphic novel, we see Batman in a new light-as the savior who
helps a discouraged man recover from a brutal attack that left him unable to face the world. In the 1990s, legendary writer Paul Dini had a ﬂourishing career writing the hugely
popular BATMAN: THE ANIMATED SERIES and TINY TOON ADVENTURES. Walking home one evening, he was jumped and viciously beaten within an inch of his life. His recovery
process was arduous, hampered by the imagined antics of the villains he was writing for television including the Joker, Harley Quinn and the Penguin. But despite how bleak his
circumstances were, or perhaps because of it, Dini also always imagined the Batman at his side, chivvying him along during his darkest moments. A gripping graphic memoir of one
writer’s traumatic experience and his deep connection with his creative material, DARK NIGHT: A TRUE BATMAN STORY is an original graphic novel that will resonate profoundly with
fans. Art by the incredible and talented Eduardo Risso (100 BULLETS, TRANSMETROPOLITAN).

BATGIRL ADVENTURES #1
DC When Poison Ivy gets captured by mobsters, Harley Quinn must act quickly to save her, so she turns to the only hero she can ﬁnd: Batgirl!

BATMAN & ROBIN ADVENTURES, VOL. 1
The adventure continues in this follow-up to the four-time Emmy Award-winning BATMAN: THE ANIMATED SERIES! Join Batman, Robin and Batgirl as they ﬁght crime against the
deadliest, craziest villains Gotham City has to oﬀer. The dynamic duo takes on the likes of Two-Face, Harley Quinn, Poison Ivy, the Riddler, Penguin, the Joker and more as the
streets of Gotham get darker and wilder. BATMAN & ROBIN ADVENTURES VOL. 1 features the animated stories inspired by the television series and written by series creator Paul
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Dini (BATMAN: ARKHAM CITY, BATMAN ADVENTURES: MAD LOVE) along with the writer/artist team of Ty Templeton (BATMAN '66 MEETS THE GREEN HORNET) and Rick Burchett (ALLNEW BATMAN: THE BRAVE AND THE BOLD) and others.

BATMAN ADVENTURES: BATGIRL—A LEAGUE OF HER OWN
DC Comics In these previously uncollected stories inspired by the hit Batman: The Animated Series, Batgirl swings across the rooftops of Gotham City alongside Batman, Nightwing,
and Robin to battle the likes of Harley Quinn, Poison Ivy, and Ra's al Ghul. She even ﬁnds time to team up with her father, Commissioner Gordon, to catch two escaped convicts.
Collects the all-ages Batgirl Adventures #1 and Batman: Gotham Adventures #8-9, #22, and 38!

SUPERMAN ADVENTURES
Superman has his work cut out to keep the city safe, and his true identity a secret.

THE ASCENDANCE OF HARLEY QUINN
ESSAYS ON DC’S ENIGMATIC VILLAIN
McFarland Since her ﬁrst appearance in 1992, Harley Quinn—eccentric sidekick to the Joker—has captured the attention of readers like few new characters have in eight decades of
Batman comics. Her bubbly yet malicious persona has earned her a loyal and growing fan base as she has crossed over into television, theater, video games, and ﬁlm. In this
collection of new essays, contributors explore her various iterations, focusing on her origin and contexts, the implications of her abusive relationship with the Joker, her
relationships with other characters, her representations across media, and the philosophic basis of her character.

MEN OF STEEL
Capstone Angry over Superman's destruction of his Lex Skel 5000 battle suit, Luthor creates a Superman android to take his revenge on the real Man of Steel.

THE BATMAN HANDBOOK
THE ULTIMATE TRAINING MANUAL
Quirk Books Looks at the essential tools that are necessary to become Batman, including Bat skills, ﬁghting skills, detective skills, and escape skills.

DC COMICS
THE ART OF BRUCE TIMM
As the co-creator of Batman: The Animated Series, Bruce Timm's inimitable style has transcended not just the silver screen, but the printed page that inspired him. Now the
masterful work of the beloved artist and animator is all collected in one massive volume, including stories, covers and pinup illustrations. Bruce Timm has deﬁned a classic comic
book style that has inﬂuenced generations, with Emmy Award-winning animated TV shows like Batman: The Animated Series, Batman Beyond and Superman: The Animated Series.
His work through DC's Batman Adventures has won two Eisner Awards, one for the landmark book Batman Adventures: Mad Love. In this incredible collection, Timm's bevy of DC
work is ﬁnally featured all in the same place, from his comics stories with BTAS co-creator Paul Dini to his amazing cover and pinup work.

THE WORLD'S GREATEST SUPER-HEROES
Titan Publishing Company This oversized hardcover edition collects six stories by Dini, the Emmy Award-winning producer of "Batman Beyond" and "The New Batman/Superman
Adventures." Recommended for all readers.
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DC COMICS NOVELS - BATMAN: THE COURT OF OWLS
AN ORIGINAL PROSE NOVEL BY GREG COX
Titan Books (US, CA) An original novel pitting Batman against the Court of Owls, a secret society of wealthy families that's controlled Gotham for centuries using murder and money.
Beware the Court of Owls, that watches all the time Ruling Gotham from a shadowed perch, behind granite and lime They watch you at your hearth, they watch you in your bed
Speak not a whispered word about them, or they'll send the Talon for your head. --a nursery rhyme The Court of Owls is a criminal secret society that has existed in Gotham City
since the 1600s, led by some of the city's wealthiest and most inﬂuential families. They employ deadly trained assassins known as Talons, taken as children from circuses such as
the one where Dick Grayson's parents were killed. These children are trained to become the assassins known as Talons. Bruce Wayne came to the Court's attention when he
announced plans to reinvigorate Gotham, threatening their control. They sentenced him to death, bringing themselves to the attention of Batman. Though they suﬀer defeats, the
Court continues to ﬁght to retake control of the city's underworld - a ﬁght that has gone on for centuries. Copyright © 2017 DC Comics. BATMAN, THE COURT OF OWLS, and all
related characters and elements © & TM DC Comics and Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.

SUPERMAN ADVENTURES
Based on the beloved animated series-Superman takes ﬂight! Superman: The Animated Series was an instant classic, developed by the same team behind the beloved Batman: The
Animated Series and featuring some of the greatest Superman adventures ever committed to ﬁlm. Dive back into the world of Superman: The Animated Series with this collection of
comics, featuring the iconic cast and some legendary creators! This volume features stories by animated series co-creator Paul Dini (BATMAN: MAD LOVE) and acclaimed comics
creator Scott McCloud (Understanding Comics, Zot!) and gorgeous animated-style art from Rick Burchett (THE BATMAN ADVENTURES). SUPERMAN ADVENTURES is the perfect book
for Superman fans of all ages!

HARLEY QUINN: A CELEBRATION OF 25 YEARS
DC Comics From her animated adventures to her bloody stint in the Suicide Squad, HARLEY QUINN: A CELEBRATION OF 25 YEARS captures the greatest comic book moments of the
JokerÕs main moll, brought to life by industry legends Paul Dini, Bruce Timm, Jim Lee, Jeph Loeb, Amanda Conner, Jimmy Palmiotti, Karl Kesel, Terry Dodson and more! The true
embodiment of the phrase Òmadly in love,Ó Harley Quinn may be stark, raving, cuckoo-pants crazy, but she is a woman who stands by her man. Filled with an inexplicable devotion
to BatmanÕs nemesis, the Joker, sheÕs the Clown Prince of CrimeÕs most loyal companion. But while her monstrous ÒMistah JÓ may have led her to a life of crime, he also brought
her comic book superstardom! ItÕs been 25 years since she made her debut, but Harley QuinnÕs popularity continues to grow, spreading from animation to comic books to video
games to live-action feature ﬁlms, with no sign of slowing down. Collects BATMAN ADVENTURES ANNUAL #1; BATMAN ADVENTURES HOLIDAY SPECIAL #1; BATGIRL ADVENTURES #1;
BATMAN ADVENTURES #3; BATMAN ADVENTURES #16; BATMAN/HARLEY QUINN #1; HARLEY QUINN #1, #25; HARLEY AND IVY: LOVE ON THE LAM; BATMAN #613; JOKERÕS ASYLUM
II: HARLEY QUINN #1; SUICIDE SQUAD (vol. 3) #6-7; HARLEY QUINN (vol. 2) #2; HARLEYÕS LITTLE BACK BOOK #1; and SUICIDE SQUAD (vol. 4) #4.

BATMAN ADVENTURES VOL. 2
DC The multiple-Emmy-award-winning classic BATMAN: THE ANIMATED SERIES inﬂuenced a generation of Batman stories. Now, experience the comics featuring your favorite
characters from the show! Witness the ﬁrst time Barbara Gordon suits up as Batgirl! Cower at the Joker's calamitous comic book caper! Thrill as Batman attempts to save the world
itself from Ra's al Ghul...and to save his heart from al Ghul's daughter, Talia. Find out what happens when Robin has to defend Gotham on his own from the Ventriloquist's crime
wave! BATMAN ADVENTURES VOL. 2 collects issues #11-20 and includes classic stories from writer Kelley Puckett (BATMAN: NO MAN'S LAND, BATGIRL) and artist Mike Parobeck
(SUPERMAN ADVENTURES) that will take you back to the greatest animated series of all time!

THE BATMAN ADVENTURES 3
THE JOKER: 80 YEARS OF THE CLOWN PRINCE OF CRIME THE DELUXE EDITION
"DC celebrates the 80-year history of Batman's greatest foe, The Joker! Following the very successful Action Comics: 80 Years of Superman and Detective Comics: 80 Years of
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Batman hardcovers, DC celebrates the 80-year history of Batman's greatest foe, The Joker! This new hardcover includes The Joker's most memorable appearances, from his 1940
debut in the pages of Batman #1 to more recent capers written by top talents including Scott Snyder, Tony S. Daniel, Paul Dini and more"--

HARLEY QUINN: HARLEY LOVES JOKER (2018-) #1
DC Comics ÒHARLEY LOVES JOKERÓ ﬂashback tale that ran as a backup in HARLEY QUINN last year! As far as The JokerÕs concerned, the new headquarters Harley built for them is
absolutely perfect...but only she knows the whole place is rigged to come crashing down around themÑand she doesnÕt know how to stop it!

BATMAN ANIMATED
A tribute to Batman: the Animated Series which premiered on TV in 1992. This deluxe coﬀee table edition features many rare and previously unseen pre-production sketches,
storyboards, character designs and ﬁnished paintings. It also includes details of the celebrity voice-artistes involved.

DC COMICS COLORING BOOK
Insight Editions Featuring iconic artwork by renowned comic artists, DC Comics Coloring Book includes stunning line art of beloved characters such as Batman, Superman, and Wonder
Woman. This action-packed adult coloring book is ﬁlled with ready-to-color illustrations of the most iconic characters from DC Comics history. From the bright red and blue of
Superman soaring over Earth to the rich greens and yellows of Wonder Woman’s homeland, Themyscira, the heraldry of the Super Heroes is yours to design and color. Featuring
many of the greatest artists in DC Comics history and their interpretations of Batman, Superman, Wonder Woman, and more, this incredible coloring book oﬀers hours of creative
fun and relaxation. All DC characters and elements © & ™ DC Comics. WB SHIELD: TM & © Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.
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